A CUTTING-EDGE ECOSYSTEM
THAT GENERATES OPPORTUNITIES
Eurobiomed, interregional competitiveness cluster

Marseille Immunopôle (Marseille)

(Marseille, Nice/Sophia Antipolis - Toulouse, Montpellier)

World-class cluster exclusively dedicated
to pioneering immunotherapy
research and development

Supports companies and cooperates with research
organizations to help them innovate, finance, and
develop to improve the care and life of patients.
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MI-JOBS: facilitate access to job and
internship offers from cluster members
MI-BIOPARK: dedicated business park

connected clusters

- TEAM Henri-Fabre (industrial innovation)
- Secured Communicating Solutions hub
- Pôle Mer (blue economy)
- Innov’Alliance (food, wellbeing, natural living)
- Novachim (chemicals and materials)
- Pôle Services à la Personne (silver economy)
- Optitec (light-related technologies)

Support structures
- Accelerators: Biotech/Medtech Go4Bio
- Incubators: Impulse (Marseille), PACA-EST
(Sophia Antipolis)

- Biotech de Grand Luminy start-up program
(Marseille)

- Marseille Innovation
- Factory 319 start-up studio

#1

technology park in Europe (Sophia-Antipolis)

BIOPARC: dedicated to activities in
the life sciences sector

Leveraging research
- Canceropôle PACA (Marseille, Nice)
- Protisvalor (Marseille)
- SATT Sud-Est (Marseille)

A DEDICATED RANGE OF HR SERVICES

FOR YOUR LAUNCH OR RELOCATION PROJECT
The Skills & Talents service at risingSUD mobilizes employment and training stakeholders in order to provide
comprehensive support services (consulting, recruitment, training, financing) at every stage of a company's project:
• identifying the HR needs and expectations of the company
• mobilizing the appropriate networks for the project
• creating solutions with local partners
In special partnership with regional stakeholders such as DIRECCTE, the Region Sud, the Academies of Aix-Marseille and Nice, the Pôle Emploi, APEC,
the Campus des Métiers et des Qualifications training network, OFII, AFPA…

Project contact:
Anne-Charlotte DEBARBIEUX
Investment Senior Project Manager
+33 (0)4 96 17 07 43
acdebarbieux@risingsud.fr
www.risingsud.fr

HR contact:
Annabelle LEROY
Skills and Talents
Project Manager
+33 (0)4 91 14 06 98
aleroy@risingsud.fr

FOCUS
IN THE SUD REGION
OUR SKILLS
AND TALENTS ARE DEVELOPING
INNOVATIVE THERAPIES
FOR THE FUTURE
OUR HUMAN
RESOURCES
YOUR FUTURE

“

Renaud MUSELIER
President of the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region
Deputy President of the Regions of France

KEY FIGURES

41 000

healthcare companies

170 000

workers in health sector

6000

jobs in
Innovative Therapies

18 billion
in turnover
(for the sector)

THE SUD REGION, LAND OF INNOVATIVE THERAPIES
ONE AMBITION
To become the model European region for the design and production of the therapies of tomorrow.
THE INNOVATIVE THERAPIES STRATEGIC SECTOR (O.I.R. PROGRAM)
A support system and acceleration tools for the emergence and consolidation of major structural projects in the fields
of biotechnology, medical devices, diagnostics, and services that play a role in the development chain for innovative
healthcare products.
RENOWNED AREAS OF EXPERTISE
#biotechnology #oncology #infectious diseases #immunotherapy #neurology
A GLOBAL DIGITAL HUB TO ACCELERATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF E-HEALTH
14 submarine telecommunications cables linking Asia, Africa, and Europe to Marseille.

AN ECOSYSTEM WITH GLOBAL LEADERS AND RISING STARS
A few examples of the companies thriving in the Sud region:
Arkopharma • Bayer • Biotech Dental • HalioDx • ImCheck Therapeutics • Innate Pharma • Innoskel • Ipsen •
Lundbeck-Elaiapharm • Neuroservices • Nuvisan Pharma • Provepharm • Sangamo Therapeutics • Sanofi • Sartorius •
Syneos Health • Virbac

WORLD-CLASS TRAINING AND CUTTING-EDGE FACILITIES
TO DEVELOP THE FULL POTENTIAL OF ALL OUR TALENT
4 universities

#2 hospital network in France

• Aix-Marseille University • University of Avignon
• University of Toulon • University Côte d’Azur

APHM - university hospitals of Marseille

11 engineering schools
• École Centrale, Marseille • École des Mines de
Saint-Etienne, Gardanne • Epitech, Marseille,
Nice • Esaip, Aix-en-Provence • Esimed,
Marseille • Eurecom, Sophia Antipolis • ISEN
Méditerranée, Toulon • Polytech, Marseille, Nice
• SeaTech, Toulon

#3 region in France
for scientific publications in medical research

Pioneering laboratories
INSERM • CNRS • CEA • IRD • INRA • IFSSTAR
• APHM • Institut Paoli-Calmettes (#2 oncology
center in France) • IHU Méditerranée Infection •
IRCAN • IPMC

3 university research centers
• Graduate School and Research of Health
Science Ecosystems, Nice • Life and Health
Sciences, Nice • NeuroSchool, Marseille
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3 Campus des Métiers et des
Qualifications training centers

(general or specialized medicine,
midwifery, dentistry, physiotherapy
nursing, etc.)

• Blue Economy • Digital • Silver Economy

3IA Côte d'Azur
One of the four interdisciplinary artificial
intelligence institutes in France
• Health and biology technologies

“

medical schools with
diverse programs

30 000

students in biology,
biochemistry, health, and
bioinformatics

54

pharmaceutical programs
from high school to
graduate degrees

17 000

students in health and
social programs at
93 different sites

It’s important for Multiwave Imaging to be in Marseille to develop MRI products for the early diagnosis of
certain diseases because of the proximity of specialized research institutes. The Multiwave research chair
was created in Marseille with our collaborators at Aix-Marseille University (the Institut Fresnel and
CRMBM-Cemerem) to develop new technologies in this field. (...) Expertise is essential for us and in
Marseille it’s easier to find the right people who have the necessary training from the university institutes.

“

“

Innovating for better care is our priority. Even more
so in 2021, the year with the biggest of health
challenges. The Sud region is extremely attractive
in terms of innovative therapies, particularly in
immunology and infectiology. It has firmly
established its excellence in the biotech sector.
We fully support our industries! Our objective is to
work by your side so that innovation becomes
progress, for the benefit of everybody.

Elodie Georget-Paris
PhD and COO at MULTIWAVE IMAGING

